
Plainfield Public Library District 
Committee of the Whole Agenda 

September 6, 2017 
7:00 P.M. 

Large Meeting Room 
 
 
 
 

 
1. Call to Order, Pledge, Roll Call  

 
2. Public Comment  

 
3. Discussion Items  

 
4. Recommendations for Board Action  

 
5. Adjournment 



Staff Brainstorming

 The management team and then the en re staff brainstormed ideas for ways to improve our current space and services. Then, 

the management team placed the ideas into three c ategories: Now, Later, Not Likely. We have not inves gated any of these 

ideas in any way beyond discussing them as a team; I have no cost estimates to share at this point. I did want to share with you 

the ideas that we think can be considered for possibly this fiscal year and ideas we can consider for the next 3‐5 years (Now 

and Later). 

Cosmetic Ideas Now Later
Not 

Likely

1
Replace carpet throughout building ‐ using a different flooring in some high use areas that doesn't 

stain as easily
y

2 Change light switches in all of the rooms to occupancy sensors y

3 Remove & replace periodical shelving in magazine room, add acrylic boxes y

4
Add special shelves to regular shelves & remove Oversize books ‐ move map case from House to 

this room
y

5 Find an alternative to the 2X cabinets in hallway to lounge and LMR and in YS y

6 Paint all walls and trim (new color scheme) y

7 Replace big chairs w/ smaller ones y but

8 Tall shelves ‐ YS AV y

9 Replace low‐hanging light fixtures‐‐Magazine Room, for example y but

10 Replace all of the mismatched public seating ‐ tables, chairs, study carrels y but

11 Remove/change hanging signage in YS so it's easier to see and read y

12 Please get a doc feeder added to at least one of the public copiers y but

13
Extra table for SMR for ELL tutors to put materials while teaching or to distribute materaial ( 

requested by a few tutors)
y

14 Eliminate the stage y but

15 New LMR tables; ours have seen better days y
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16
LMR ‐ remove coat hooks located on Storytime Room wall. This would improve the appearance of 

the wall for programs that face the STR wall
y but

17
Add chair rails where book carts are used behind Circ Desk. This would help keep the walls from 

getting scuffed or damaged
x

18 Add interactive area in YS for small children and get rid of old play items y

19 Get poster displays for the walls going into the LMR to promote upcoming big events x

20 Add chair rails in entrance elevator lobby prevent RAILS carts scrapping off parts of the wall x

21 Install book shelves/case in Storytime room to house the Storytime collection and other supplies y

22 put bulletin board material in between windows in lower lever bay area ‐ easier for decorating y

23
Add slatwall for the 11x17 posters next to the YS Workroom (4'x8' panel $59.95 from Store Supply 

Warehouse)
y

24 Add slatwall for the 11x17 posters along the stairwell y

25 Add interactive wall area (magnetic, peg board, and/or lego) to YS area y

26
Replace with or add Large display monitors similar to behind Circ desk, dowstairs by elevators, in 

Vestibule and upstairs in Elevator area
y

27 Limit the amount of flyers, brochures, etc throughout the building x

28
Consolidate signage throughout upper level ‐ maybe create an announcements wall/slatwall with 

events and signage
x

29 Add display shelves to shelf endcaps to display books face out x

30
Create shelf signs in adult non‐fiction section to mark popular subjects (similar to author signs in 

fiction)
y

31 Add more charging stations throughout popular sitting areas x

32
Put displays in ground floor entry display cabinet more often...it's left empty more often than it's 

filled.
x

33
Alternatively, reconfigure that space by inside book drop/display to create storage since the display 

cases are not visible or used often
y

34 Add lighting in the YS self‐check book sale area. x

35 Cord management/rats nest of wiring under Reference Desk needs to be addressed. y but
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Policy Change Ideas Now Later
Not 

Likely

1 Small meeting room available as study room Fridays & Saturdays? y but

2
Use the Storytime Room in afternoons and evenings when it's usually empty. Add locks to all 

cabinets
x

3
Computer Classroom ‐ make available by reservation for Tutors, Sensory, or as a Study Room. It is 

empty for hours
x

4
LMR establish set day/time each week to be used for studyroom, tutors etc. We could leave tables 

& chairs set up
x

Exterior Ideas Now Later
Not 

Likely

1 Redo or remove marquee sign out front y

2 Turn rock "garden" into paved space for public tables and space (storytimes/crafts?) y

3 Remove the shed and utilize the outdoor space in the backyard for programs. y but

4
Remove Arbor Vite trees & other bushes SE side of building. Add a long storage building for 

shed/garaged items
y but

5 Add cement area with picnic tabels outside for people with allergies who can't sit in the grass area x

6 Place fence along property line of the house and the 'unusual' renters. y but

7 More outside tables and chairs y

Space Re‐arrangement Ideas Now Later
Not 

Likely

1 Move music CDs so all AV together x

2
Move all of the upper level tech ‐ scanner, printer, relase stations, copier, self‐checks to across 

from Circ
x

3 Find a way to partition off LMR when useful x
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4 Change the Small Meeting Room to the Magazine Room & Magazine Room to Computer Room x

5 Use LL lobby area more effectively to eliminate wasted space y but

6
Turn Magazine Room into computer room for adult public PCs (will hopefully be a quieter space) 

and create public reading area around the stairs
x

7

Have outside lines ring to workrooms rather than service desks so that staff on desks can help 

patrons in person and on line, 

while those "off desk" can answer the phone questions

y

8 New general mailbox situation y

Building Modification Ideas Now Later
Not 

Likely

1 Turn study room into sensory room y but

2 Repurpose LMR ‐ 2 rooms? x

3 Repurpose SMR ‐ for collections x

4 Fill‐in half the staircase x

5 Move doors to staff bathrooms to lobby x

6 Eliminate staff bathrooms in staff lounge‐‐expand staff lounge y

7 Partition bay area to study rooms x

8 Create storage in area under bay windows ‐ currently empty space‐‐LL y

9 Change skylights to clear windows y

10 More cameras y but

11 Redo public bathrooms, larger stalls, more space between sinks and stalls y

12 Expand building east‐ remove bays & east lawn area x
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13 Look into expanding the computer lab x

14 Change staircase to LL to allow for more floor space x

15
Completely removeJanitor's closet and bathrooms from staff lounge and to make lounge larger or 

for storage
x

Staff Space Ideas Now Later
Not 

Likely

1 Move IT to Business Office or to Study Room to change layout of Circulation workroom y

2 Reimagine layout of school services workroom y

3 Reconfigure Circulation workroom to allow privacy for Department Head y

4 Reconfigure Ref/Finance office for DH privacy y

Administration Ideas Now Later

1 Name change ‐ confusion with others, easier url/domain, means re‐branding campaign y

2 Move to the ImagineIF 10x10x10 performance coaching model for staff evaluations y but

3 Replace Phone/Voicemail system y but

4 Part‐timers can have more hours beyond 24 or 28 y but

Branch / Annex Ideas Now Later
Not 

Likely

1
Create an Annex on site of house now ‐ storage, meeting rooms, other functions‐‐doesn't require 

additional staffing (skywalk between buildings)
y

2
Offer Off site Hold kiosks like this http://d‐techinternational.com/us/products/vending/ at various 

locations around the Library District
y

3 Buy Van/box truck and hire staff to load off site hold kiosks and empty book drops for number 2 y
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4 Create Little Free Libraries throughout the community and stock with donated and weeded books y

5 Tear down house/use pods for storage or off‐site storage facility y

6 Bookmobile y

Service Desk Ideas Now Later

1 Re‐configure reference & circ desk as 1 service point y but

2 In next tech cycle, get rid of Macs, place with 1 single PC and make that a R&RS consultation area y

3
Move Ready Reference Collection, all related files, instructions & gadgetry to new single‐point 

service desk
y
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Plainfield Public Library District 
Values, Purpose and Building Vision 

May 9, 2016 

 

VALUES 

Our values: 
 We believe that literacy and learning are vital for the public good 
 We believe the  library is the heart of the community 
 We believe in equal access for all 
 We believe in the power of innovation 
 We believe service excellence is essential to our mission 

 

PURPOSE 

Our purpose is to serve our community by providing:  
 An environment to think, meet, work and create  
 Support for lifelong learning  
 A diverse array of information and ideas 

 
BUILDING VISION 
 
The Plainfield Public Library’s vision for the new library building: 

 Provides flexible space for multiple uses now and in the future 
 Contains an adaptable technology infrastructure  
 Accommodates individual and collaborative learning 
 Is inclusive and accessible by design 
 Feels warm and welcoming to all 



Prioritized Building Vision 

 

1. Provides flexible space for multiple uses now and in the future  

 

2. Exterior appearance  

 

3. Contains adaptable technology 

 

4. Accommodates individual and collaborative learning  

 

4. Preservation of existing building (public perception) 

 

6. Is inclusive and accessible by design 

 

7. Feels warm and welcoming to all 

 

8. Parking  



BRIEF SUMMARY OF BUILDING ASSESMENT  

CONDUCTED BY AERO BUILDING SOLUTIONS 

 
Aero Building solutions was contracted to conduct a facility and equipment analysis and to provide 

recommendations to increase facility longevity.  The following are excerpts from the formal analysis 

submitted on May 5th 2017.  The assessment focused on the major equipment, electrical, plumbing, fire 

protection and building envelope.  The roof and exterior brick structures were not included as those items 

have been addressed and rectified per the former building assessment done in 2011.  The scope of this 

assessment was to determine any deficiencies that would pose potential problems in the longevity of this 

building.  This summary is brief in comparison to the 130 page submitted report.  My intention is to update 

the Board on the major deficiencies and I will provide a detailed scope of work to be completed per their 

recommendations.  This scope will ensure that we maintain the function of this building for the next several 

years. 

 

URGENT LIFE SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

BUILDING SPRINKLER SYSTEM: 
Address Fire Protection Deficiencies from Hill Fire Protection Assessment 

 
Many items were found to be non-compliant with NFPA 13 Standard for Installation of Fire Sprinkler Systems. These 

include installing sprinklers in areas with no coverage, spacing of existing sprinklers not adequate per code 

requirements, and relocation and/or replacement of sprinklers in mechanical and electrical rooms. This is not only a 

safety hazard to guests and staff in the library, but the building is more susceptible to serious fire damage.  

Suggested Action: 

 It is recommended to bring the library up to code based on the recommendations from Hill Fire Protection, which are 

listed in the Fire Sprinkler System Analysis and Budgeted Costs section. Note these recommendations are based on a 

field survey with no as-builts or engineering drawings to reference. 

The existing fire sprinkler system description for the Plainfield Library, located at 15025 S. Illinois Street, Plainfield, 

Illinois, is based on information obtained from a site survey of the existing property. No existing fire protection as-built 

or engineering drawings could be obtained. Hill Fire Protection, LLC did not design or install the system at this property 

and assumes no responsibility for the adequacy of the design or the installation of the system at this location.  

Items observed to be non-compliant with the NFPA 13 Standard for Installation of Fire Sprinkler Systems: 

Lower Level 

 No sprinklers are installed below the lowest landing at main stairwell.  

 No sprinklers are installed in the two closets under the main stairwell. 

 Sprinkler coverage in staff lounge does not meet the spacing requirements for small room sprinkler protection.  

 The proximity of sprinklers in the Storage Room outside the elevator equipment room does not comply with 

the requirement for standard spray sprinklers and the minimum required allowable distance from an 

obstruction. Sprinklers in this room also exceed the maximum required deflector distance from the ceiling/deck 

above for beam and girder construction.   

 The proximity of (3) sprinklers at the corridor ramp to the Maintenance/Boiler Room do not comply with the 

requirement for standard spray sprinklers and the minimum required distance sprinklers are permitted to be 

installed from an obstruction.  



 The walls on the north and east sides of the corridor ramp leading to the Maintenance/Boiler Room are open to 

the spaces above the ceilings in the adjacent rooms. Additional sprinkler protection is required above the 

ceilings in the adjacent areas or the corridor walls need to be extended to the floor deck above and fire/smoke 

sealed per code.   

 Adjust/relocate (1) sprinkler in, (1) sprinkler in the Electrical Room entry space and (2) sprinklers in 

Maintenance Room to comply with the requirement for standard spray sprinklers and the minimum required 

distance allowable from an obstruction.  

 At the minimum, provide intermediate temperature sprinklers at the following locations in lieu of the currently 

installed standard temperature sprinklers adjacent to the unit heaters and boiler. (1) at the unit heater at the 

south end of the corridor ramp to the Maintenance/Boiler Room, (1) at the unit heater at the southeast corner 

of the Maintenance Room, and (1) in the Boiler Room above the boiler. 

 Provide (2) sprinklers above partially open, concealed space ceiling in closet at northwest corner of 

assembly/conference room.  

 Provide relief buckets for the main and by-pass reduced pressure backflow devices. These should be piped to a 

floor drain or safe location to avoid water damage to any adjacent equipment or stored materials.  

Upper Level 

 (2) Sprinklers are installed more than 15’-0” apart at west side of main stairway/skylight and south of library 

check out desk area. 

 No sprinkler protection is provided in the buildings center skylight structure. Sprinklers in the beam structure 

below this skylight provide floor coverage with the exception of (1) location at the center of the skylight.  

Ground Level Entry / Lobby 

 No sprinkler protection is installed at the main entry foyer on the west side of the building  

 (2) Sprinklers on the south side of the main entry lobby and west of the elevator are located less than 6’-0” 

apart.  

 Horizontal sidewall sprinklers are provided at the arched ceiling in the west entry/stair area. These sprinklers 

are installed under a 10” wide indirect lighting soffit; however these sprinklers exceed the deflector distance 

required from the top of the arch as required for protection of ceiling pockets or at a building soffit in order to 

provide proper heat collection and proper sprinkler operation.  

Combustible Attics and Eaves 

 Upright sprinklers in the concealed attic space are not installed with their deflectors parallel to the roof 

structure. Sprinklers installed on sprig longer than 48” are typically not provided with additional support as 

required per NFPA 13 installation requirements. 

 The combustible wood building eaves on all sides of the building exceed 48” and are not protected with 

sprinklers. 

Budgetary Pricing:  

 Provide sprinkler protection below lowest landing at main stairwell: $2,800.00  

 Provide sprinkler protection at (2) closets under main stairwell: $1,800.00 

 Provide proper sprinkler coverage at staff lounge: $1,400.00  

 Provide proper sprinkler coverage in storage room outside elevator equipment room: $2,500.00 

 Provide proper sprinkler coverage at maintenance boiler room ramp: $1,800.00  

 Provide additional sprinkler coverage above ceilings at maintenance boiler area: $3,100.00 



 Provide proper sprinkler coverage within maintenance boiler room: $1,800.00  

 Replace existing sprinkler heads in boiler room with high temperature heads: $ 400.00  

 Provide sprinkler coverage above ceiling at assembly/conference room: $1,800.00  

 Provide proper sprinkler coverage at south of library check out area: $1,800.00  

 Provide proper sprinkler coverage at main entry foyer: $1,800.00  

 Modify existing sprinkler heads at south side of the main entry lobby $1,800.00  

 Raise existing sidewall sprinkler heads at arched ceiling in west entry: $2,100.00 

 Adjust existing sprinkler deflectors and provide additional support on sprinkler heads on sprigs greater than 

48”: $12,000.00  

 Provide protection at eaves that exceed 48”: $19,000.00 

We have NOT included the following in our above pricing: 

 Painting or labeling of existing or new sprinkler pipe. 

 Premium time pay or shift work premium. 

 Alignment of sprinkler heads for aesthetic purposes.  

 Ceiling removal or replacement. 

 Shop drawings. 

 Permits or fees. 

 Cutting or patching. 

 Touch up painting of walls. 

 

URGENT EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Replace Damaged Wire for RTU-1 Compressor #4 (B2) 

During the visual inspection of RTU-1, the L3 wire for compressor #4 (B2) was found to be burned. The compressor 

remained disabled during functional testing, and the breaker feeding compressor #3 and #4 was shut off. If enabled, the 

charred contactor could pose as a fire hazard. b.  

Suggested Action:  

It is recommended to remove the damaged L3 wire and replace with new electrical wiring and components (if 

necessary).  

Budget Pricing:  

New electrical parts and material (assume work completed in-house) - $750* (est.) 

 

Repair Outside Air Intake Damper for Boiler 

 When power was shut off to the hot water boiler and the generator started, the outside air intake damper did not 

open. This can lead to incomplete combustion and high carbon monoxide concentrations in the library. Further 

investigation is needed to determine the reason behind the damper remaining closed.  

Suggested Action:  



It is recommended to make the necessary repairs to ensure the outside air intake damper operates properly upon shut 

down of the boiler each night as well as when power is lost to the facility. Adding controls wiring and programming to 

show the intake damper on the BAS is also recommended. 

Budget Pricing:  

Repair intake damper - $2,500* (est.) 

 

Identify and Repair Supply Air Ductwork Leakages 

It was observed that the RTU’s ranged in supply fan VFD speed from 55-75%. Based on the RTU design airflow, the total 

amount of air supplied to all VAV boxes for each unit was estimated. However, when the actual measured airflow from 

each box was totaled, there was a significant discrepancy between what is supplied from the RTU and what is measured 

at the boxes (see the table below). From the previous facility assessment and our own investigation, duct air leakage 

was observed from the RTU’s to the VAV boxes.  

Suggested Action: 

It is recommended to identify all instances of duct air leakage and repair the ductwork deficiencies for improved supply 

air distribution throughout the library. Particular focus should be given to RTU-2 and RTU-3 as these systems were the 

worst when comparing the airflow from the unit to what was measured at each VAV box. These repairs would take 

place in conjunction with the next two recommendations to alleviate discomfort issues to the guests.  

Budget Pricing:    

Repair intake damper - $50,000* (est. based on KJWW report) 

 

VAV Box Airflow Set-point Deficiencies  

Items Not Matching Construction Drawings 

 In the control sequences, the minimum position is listed at 30%; however, many of the VAV boxes have minimum 

airflow set-points lower than the listed design set-point and/or the damper minimum positions have been reduced to 

0%. Combined with the fact that two of the RTU’s are consistently in Vent mode throughout the day, the majority of 

VAV boxes are supplying significant less air than required code minimums. Because the perimeter radiator valves are 

not integrated with the boxes, some radiators are being enabled with no airflow. The figure on the following page 

shows the damper fully closed during occupancy with the perimeter radiator enabled.  

Suggested Action:  

It is recommended to adjust the maximum and minimum airflow set-points for each VAV box to match the design set-

points and/or the ones listed in the test and balance report from 2012. Further investigation is required to ensure the 

minimum damper position for each box is 30% and the correct programming is in place to limit the dampers going 

below the minimum position. 

Budget Pricing:  

Cost of corrective action with controls contractor - $750* (est.) 

 



REPAIR CRANKCASE HEATERS ON COMPRESSORS FOR ALL RTU’S 

During the visual inspection of each RTU, the crankcase band heaters on the compressors appeared to not be working. 

The Aero technician applied voltage to the heaters, but no amp draw could be read. These heaters keep oil warmer 

than the system temperature, which prevents mixing of oil and refrigerant in the compressors.  

Suggested Action: 

 It is recommended to repair and/or replace the crankcase heaters for the compressors in each RTU. The overall 

efficiency of the refrigeration cycle for DX cooling will improve, and could potentially reduce the cooling capacity 

required throughout the year.  

Budget Pricing:   

Ordering new crankcase heaters and installing in-house - $1,000* (est.) 

 

INSTALL PARALLEL POSITIONING CONTROLS FOR HOT WATER BOILER 

The hot water boiler combustion is currently controlled by a single mechanical linkage. This configuration has the fuel 

and air positioning devices connected to the linkage with a fixed fuel/air ratio. During the visual inspection, it was 

observed that the boiler cycles on and off every few minutes, reducing the overall efficiency of the boiler. b. Suggested 

action: It is recommended to install a linkage-less control system and install a parallel positioning system. The 

mechanical linkage is removed, and the Plainfield Public Library fuel and air devices are separated and driven by 

individual positioners, which automatically adjust for a specific firing rate.  

Sample Scope of Work:  Install Parallel Positioning Controls  

1. Scope of work TBD by installing contractor and Plainfield Public Library.  

2. Budget Pricing:  Install New Parts and Controls (incentive TBD) - $20,000* (est.) 

3. INCENTIVE WOULD COME FROM ENERGY SUPPLIER FOR ENERGY REDUCTION 

 

REWIRE EXHAUST FAN TO DISABLE IN UNOCCUPIED MODE 

Currently, the RIB relay for the exhaust fan is wired on normally closed contacts. This is causing the fan to operate 24/7 

even though the fan is integrated into the BAS and scheduled to shut down at night. b. Suggested action: It is 

recommended to rewire the exhaust fan correctly and ensure the exhaust fan shuts down when called to by the BAS. 

1.) Sample Scope of Work: Rewire Exhaust Fan  

2.) Scope of work TBD by controls contractor and Plainfield Public Library.  

3.) Budget Pricing:  Rewire and ensure proper operation through BAS - $750* (est.) 

 

UPGRADE LIGHTING FIXTURES AND CONTROLS 

Currently, many of the fixtures throughout the library are either high intensity discharge (HID) or compact florescent 

(CFL).  In addition, the staff uses the circuit breakers as switched to shut off the lights each night.  The breakers are not 

intended to cycle on and off every day and could lead to issues with the electrical equipment. 

 

Suggested Action:  



 

 It is recommended to first replace all the HID and CFL fixtures to High Efficiency LED fixtures.  Further action is 

recommended to install occupancy/motion sensors as well as daylight harvesting controls to reduce the amount of 

artificial lighting on sunny days.  These upgrades will not only lead to reduction in energy costs, but also material costs 

as the LED bulbs have a longer lifespan than other types of bulbs. 

 

Budget Pricing:   

 

Upgrade lighting systems:  $100,000* (est.) 

 

THERMAL IMAGES 

 

Thermal images were taken inside and outside to highlight any potential problem areas at the library. The Fluke Ti110 

Infrared Camera has the ability to “see” heat patterns on the surface of an object and display that information using 

multi-colored images to locate temperature variations. There are four main types of heat patterns indicated when 

inspecting a building: 1. A properly sealed and insulated wall. This will appear thermally uniform and consistent 

indicating no heat loss or gain through that wall.  

2. A partially insulated wall. This will appear to have variation in surface temperature. The difference between the un-

insulated and insulated areas will have a defined line of separation. 

 3. Moisture present within the wall. This is generally indicated by an area that appears to be cooler in the thermal 

images and is caused by conductive cooling.  

4. Air infiltration or exfiltration. This pattern originates at an area such as a door or window and presents as wisps of 

varying temperature. Depending on the temperature inside and out of the building and the pressure the building is 

operating at, these wisps could appear warmer or cooler in the thermal image.  

Each thermal scan contains an infrared and visible light image to show the areas of temperature variation and general 

building location. For the areas deemed problematic, a brief description of the condition and the possible cause is also 

included. 

At the time of the survey, no significant findings were made on the building exterior. Typical heat losses around the 

door frames were found and, while some windows may appear to have excessive heat loss compared to other 

windows, this is most likely due to the perimeter radiators heating the air supplied in those areas. The interior images 

showed significantly more temperature variances, particularly the stairwell atrium ceiling and the attic. These areas are 

shown first and should be addressed accordingly to avoid further losses in heating energy and/or damage to electrical 

components.  See images in full report. 



2012 KJJW Engineering Assesment Status of Findings

Completed Estimated Costs Actual Costs Notes

Tier 1  (0-2  Years)

Ductwork Sealing No 50,000.00$              

Data Closet Cooling Upgrade No 50,000.00$              

Thermal Scan Electrical Panel Yes 10,000.00$              Completed June 2017

Trace Branch Circuits Yes 10,000.00$              Completed June 2017

Cover Plates for Open Junction Boxes Ongoing 2,000.00$                 150.00$          In house- ongoing

Air Handling System Replacement Yes 250,000.00$            Completed 2012

Replace Shingle and Flat Roof Yes Completed 2012

Tuckpoint Entire Building Yes 32,000.00$              31,000.00$     Completed August 2016

Scrape and Paint Exterior Stairs Yes In House

Regrade North Entrance Yes Completed with new parking lot

Generator and ATS Inspection Yes 2,000.00$                 2,800.00$       Testing determined the need for new voltage regulator

Tier 2 (2-5 Years)

Plumbing Fixture Upgrade for Each restroom No 30,000.00$              

Hot Water Circulation System No 15,000.00$              

Secondary Roof Drainage No 27,000.00$              Not a necessity

Replace Interior HID lights with LED No 50,000.00$              

Short Term Repairs (Bundled See Note) Some 525,000.00$            Roof Drains fixed, Masonry Walls pointed, Some windows, new front doors

Zone Air Distribution Controls Yes 200,000.00$            Dan Foss controls added when HVAC was upgraded in 2012

Replace LED Exit Lights Yes 10,000.00$              2,500.00$       In House

Add Occupancy Sensors in Enclosed Rooms Yes 5,000.00$                 200.00$          In House Only done in Public Washrooms (Men's)

Replace Exterior Building Lights with LED Yes 10,000.00$              8,765.00$       Completed May 2016

Tier 3 (5-10 Years)

Replace Existing Boiler with High Efficiency No 250,000.00$            Boiler has been inspected annually and certified.  Boiler has several years of operation

Long Term Roof Repairs Yes 600,000.00$            Suggested to replace the whole roof.  Roof replaced in 2012

Replace Generator No 25,000.00$              Generator still in good working condition

New Addressable Fire Alarm System No 100,000.00$            Need to consider

Replace lighting and controls throughout No 300,000.00$            Replace all interior lighting with LED and zone controls, no longer use circuit breakers as switches



2017 Engineering Assesment Status of Findings of Aero Building Solutions

Completed Estimated Costs Actual Costs

Tier 1  (0‐2  Years)

Fire Protection Compliance with NFPA 13 Standards No 60,000.00$              

Replace Damaged Compressor Wire RTU#1 Yes 750.00$                     Completed June 2017

Repair Outide Air Intake Damper for Boiler No 2,500.00$                

Identify and Repair Air Ductwork Leakages No 50,000.00$              

VAV Box Air Flow Deficiencies  No 750.00$                    

Complete Air Balance of RTU's and VAV Boxes No 11,000.00$              

Repair Crankcase Heaters on Compressors all RTU's Yes 1,000.00$                

Revise Occupied Temperature Setpoints/Avoid Prolonged Vent Mode No 750.00$                    

Repair and Paint all Exterior Soffit and Fascia Yes 10,000.00$               9,500.00$       Completed July 2017

Adjust Building Differential Setpoints for RTU's No ‐$                          In House Work

Replace Building Exhaust Fan Yes 2,000.00$                 1,800.00$       Completed July 2017

Replace HW Tank Expansion Tank, Full of Water Yes 1,100.00$                 645.00$          Completed Aug 2017

Replace RIB Relay for Exhaust Fan and wire correct Yes 250.00$                     SEE BELOW Completed Aug, 29 2017

ENERGY REDUCTION MEASURES
Upgrade Lighting and Fixture Controls and Switching No 150,000.00$            

Hot Water Circulation System No 15,000.00$              

Replace Existing HW heater with Tankless No 3,000.00$                

Install Parallel Positioning Controls for Boiler No 20,000.00$              

Enable Supply Duct Pressure Reset No 750.00$                    

Lower Outside Air Temperature Setpoint to enable boiler No In House Work

Lower High Limit Hot Water Supply Temperature Setpoint No ‐$                         

Rewire Exhaust Fan to disable in unoccupied mode Yes 750.00$                     250.00$          Completed Aug 2017

Improve Outside Airside Economizer for all RTU's No 4,200.00$                

Enable Supply Air Temperature Reset for All RTU's No ‐$                         

2012 ASSESSMENT ITEMS NOT COMPLETED
Ductwork Sealing  No 50,000.00$               Identified above

Data Closet Cooling Upgrade No 50,000.00$              

Plumbing Fixture Upgrade for Each restroom No 30,000.00$               Identified above

Hot Water Circulation System No 15,000.00$               Identified above

Replace Interior HID lights with LED No 50,000.00$              

New Addressable Fire Alarm System No 100,000.00$             Need to consider but not an immediate issue

Replace lighting and controls throughout  No 300,000.00$             Replace all interior lighting with LED and zone controls



Maintenance Recommendations to Consider

In reviewing the assessments from both KJJW and Aero, and the current conditions of the building warrant the following items 

to be considered in the near future.

1.) Address the sprinkler deficiencies per the Aero recommendation.

2.) Table the duct sealing to allow more time to research the benefits and get real time references from customers who have had this work done.

3.) Make the necessary changes to the HOT water distribution system to allow for correct temperature at all sinks. 

Either by upgrading the current water heater or price a tankless recirculating system.

4.) Continue to make the recommended adjustments to the HVAC system software to increase efficiency and reduce wear on the equipment.

5.) Determine the longevity of the current flooring and discuss options to replace carpet and or investigate other flooring options

for meeting rooms.

6.) Make the necessary changes to washrooms by updating current water closets and sinks to achieve lower flush volume and conserve water.

7.) Change paint color scheme to a more updated color pallete.

8.) Have discussions regarding internal workspace and areas that can be re configured to create more efficient use the space we have.

9.) Create an action plan and budget that will address current needs and future plans.
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